


Ghent Climate Plan: Ambitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy consumption in Ghent residential sector accounts for about 25 percent of CO2 emissions in our city. Energy efficient renovations are therefore one of the top priorities of the Ghent Climate Plan. As you see, in the period 2007-2013, CO2 emissions dropped with 6,5%. Our Covenant of Mayors commitement asks -20% in 2020, so we have 13,45% to go. 



Ambitions for Energy Renovations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each year, Belgian homes on average burn through nearly 350 kWh/m2, according to a McKinsey study. This is an awful lot compared to neighbouring countries, and no less than 72% more than the European average. If we wish to achieve the goals related to a climate neutral Ghent in 2050, then the renovation rate in Ghent should at least double . �In addition, the energy result for each renovation must be enhanced to a least 70 kWh/m² or even better, to passive or energy neutral standards. 



Boosting Energy Renovations

STRATEGY

1. ENTHUSIASM

2. EASY

3. AFFORDABLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To reduce the energy consumption of existing homes, the number of energy-efficient renovations must be doubled to 3500 per year and the ambitions of those (energy) renovations must also be higher. To succeed, and put an extra 2000 households a year in renovation, we use a three-sided approach:Enthusiasm. �Make residents keen to renovate. Easy. �Making renovations as easy as possible by unburdening citizens. The financial affordability of renovations. 



Enthusiasm

Make residents keen to renovate

• Positive communication and imaging 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First step: getting people’s attention:” this message is for me”By stressing the positive results people tend to pay much more attention. Positive results = a warm and comfortable home, not necessarily a climate or energy approach as studies have shown that this doesn’t trigger renovationsSpecific approach for specific groups: Low income familiesLandlordsSocial housing



Enthusiasm

Make residents keen to renovate

• Online tool: Check your home

• Online form to make an appointement
at your home

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To adress the questions of citizens regarding budget, technical knowledge and personalised advise, we developed an online tool. With the “’check your home’ online tool, you can calculate yourself how energy efficient your home is. How can things be improved? What does it cost and what is the return? The tool answers these questions. Quickly and easily. Just answer a few simple questions and the tool does the rest. Check how you can improve things in your home. The result is a simple and personalised step-by-step plan which shows an overview, per type of action, of the estimated investment cost, the grants available and the annual energy saving.Includes a heath map and solar mapOnline form to make an appointement: immediate call to action is very importantPurpose: creating that first yes. Giving personalised information BUT very low threshold

http://checkjehuis.gentklimaatstad.be/?q=check-je-huis


Making renovating easy

Unburdening:
We come to your home

• Energy scan
• Tailor made advice
• Evaluation of budget
• Looking for contractors
• comparing tenders
• Support during the renovations
• Future proof advice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Making renovations as easy as possible by removing all the hassle We come to your home => each house is different: personalised adviceEach budget/situation is different => personalised plan and budget Specific support for low income families�Removing hassle and keeping an eye on work/life balance => expert – independent adviceFuture proof: preparing for a fossil free future, keeping in mind the future projects of the city (eg organising collective renovations)



Making renovations affordable

An affordable renovation

• Energy loans (0% of 1%)
• Grants
• Realistic but future proof planning
• Extra supports for

• low income families
• Landlords renting out for low 

income families

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides energy loans the focus is on a wide range of energy allowances for those who renovate their home energy-efficiently. Roof insulation, windows, wall insulation, floor insulation, wall or floor heating such as heat pumps all are eligible. The level of energy allowances is related to income. For underprivileged families there are lots of specific measures that support them in energy efficient living and renovating: higher grants, interest free loans, energy scans and extensive support.We are currently investigating possibilities of rolling fund to further boost energy renovations esp for low income families and landlords



Success Factors

Provide answer to existing needs and worries:

• Is it urgent?
• Technical knowledge
• Finding good contractors
• Budget
• Juggling (family) life and work and renovation

Organizing personal approach 
(which is time consuming and hard work)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Success factor: Providing an answer to existing needs and worries. Several factors obstruct homeowners to start or plan energy efficient measures. First of all, energy renovations are often perceived as less urgent or necessary. Lack of (technicnal) knowledge and the difficulity to find a good contractor is also inhibiting home owners to take action. Juggling (family) life, work and a renovation is an other difficult factor. On top of that any renovation often ways heavy on the family budget, forcing home-owners to prioritise needs. With our integrated and personal approach we  provide an answer to every reservation home owners might have against organising energy efficient measures in their homes. Not only do we emphasize the upside of these measures, we also provide personalised help and support (technical, financial and emotional) to tackle this challenge. Organising such a personalised approach is a real challenge. The logistics of planning and organising technical advice, support when needed, contacting and following up on contractors, collecting data on the process, contacting people who threaten to fall out… are time consuming and hard work. 



Boosting Energy renovations in Ghent

16.000 expert advice – 2.000 renovations supported – 8.300 energy grants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proof of the pudding is in the eating:More energy renovations in Gent – more awareness
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